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Sure, it was just the Bobcats, whose minimal chances to win evaporated when Corey Maggette didn’t 
suit up and D.J. Augustin left the game after just 11 minutes. Then again, the Hawks beat them down 
with none of their starters playing more than 30 minutes, Joe Johnson scoring 16 points on 13 shots 
and a so-so effort on the boards. 

•

Aside from another lax defensive effort in the first quarter, there wasn’t much not to like. The Hawks 
attacked the basket, shared the ball (and took care of it), played with pace and got to the free-throw line 
while opening up the big lead in the first half. They even avoided a typical sluggish start to the third 
quarter and then the starters got to watch the reserves finish things off. 

•

“I was really happy that we were able to rest those guys in the fourth quarter,” Larry Drew said. “It was a 
good game all around. I thought from start to finish we executed our game plan.” 

•

Well, maybe not the start. Why is it the Hawks always seem OK with a shootout against inferior teams? 
“We were just trading baskets,” Drew said. “At the first timeout, I made the point that we were scoring 
but they were scoring.” 

•

The bench guys turned the tide. It’s not quite right to say they only do so against the weaker teams 
because we’ve seen it frequently this year (check the numbers). Still, old pros like Willie Green, Marvin 
Williams and Jannero Pargo should handle guys like Eduardo Najera and Tyrus Thomas. 

•

Josh Smith was grateful to be able to chill for most of the second half: “It was real important. It’s been 
vital, especially this season, having had a lot of injuries throughout the whole season. It’s nice to have a 
bench as deep as we have. That’s because we’ve had people out [bench] guys have played major 
minutes and blossomed. It just feels good to be able to get some rest and watch them play a little bit.” 

•

A very strong game for Josh: 24 points on 17 shots, nine rebounds, four assists, no turnovers in 27 
minutes. He noticeably passed up several jump shots to swing the ball and was much more careful with 
the ball on fast breaks. 

•

It’s been a minute since Jeff Teague was this aggressive getting to the hole for an entire game (it 
seems like he always gets up for Kemba Walker and fellow sprite D.J. Augustin). Teague was 
rewarded with seven free-throw attempts against 10 shots. 

•

Joe Johnson had success posting up every Bobcat who tried to guard him, less success making open 
jumpers and chasing around their younger legs. Five assists against no turnovers ain’t bad on a night 
when his scoring was just OK. 

•

Marvin Williams again had an immediate impact when he came off the bench. I get the feeling he still 
doesn’t really like playing as a reserve but he’s got to see that he’s better when he can jump right into 
the action instead of waiting for his turn with the starters. 

•

Zaza Pachulia helped Josh fend off Byron Mullens and Bismark Biyombo on the boards. He also 
showed up a nice little running hook move a couple times. Maybe the key for him is to shoot at the front 
of the rim without using the backboard. 

•

The Hawks had the one-two punch of Willie and Pargo back together for the first time since Feb. 28 (!). 
Re-u-ni-ted and it looked so gooood . . . there’s one perfect fit and, blog people, this one is it. . . . 

•

Sorry. •
I’ve got to admit I was kind of watching Pargo with concern, like one tends to do with people who play an 
NBA game 18 days after emergency surgery. But he looked like the same Pargo as before the 
appendectomy: quick with the ball, capable of scoring streaks and a pretty good defender. 

•

And he had no medical complaints afterwards: “I actually don’t feel that bad.” •
Green is having a career year. He’s been deadly catching and shooting off curls. He and Pargo give the 
Hawks pace. 

•

Tracy McGrady got off the bench and, while checking in, said: “I get an appearance tonight!” At least 
he’s smiling. Oh, he also had six rebounds and five assists with no turnovers in 21 minutes. Perhaps 
there’s a postseason role for him yet. 

•

It’s been so long since the Hawks had a fully intact second unit, I had to pause when Pargo, Green, 
Marvin, T-Mac and Ivan Johnson all took the floor together. I’m thinking that might end up being the 
regular bench crew, too, except maybe Vladimir Radmanovic instead of T-Mac in certain situations. 

•

At least that’s my assumption since Erick Dampier didn’t play and Jason Collins only got burn at 
garbage time. 

•
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